KEY FACTS:

We‘ve invested into Tumble Gymnastics and Activity
Centre, a new organisation which operates a new facility
which unifies the community providing physical activity
and wellbeing for everyone.

£150,000 loan
12-month repayment
holiday
Investment to support
the new facility
Funding for:
• working capital
• equipment

Focused upon gymnastics, the social mission is to encourage
and support young people and adults who are currently
physically inactive to increase their activity levels to improve
their physical and mental health.
Tumble aims to help people of all ages be more physically
active, either through gymnastics or use of the community
focused gym. The centre is designed to be a place where all the
family can get involved in a variety of activities
Early intervention approaches, developing foundation physical
literacy skills, are vital in creating an active habit for life and the
skills and confidence to take part. Gymnastics is uniquely
recognised as providing structured development of physical
skills at a very early age.

Tumble offers gymnastics for all, to help
develop these physical literacy skills.
Tumble also offers an onsite fitness gym at
affordable rates and included as part of the
gymnastics class price. This is in particular to
encourage parents of children attending
gymnastics classes to be active during the
class duration.
Each year Tumble will work with over 1000
people to help them develop an active
lifestyle. During the first two months of
operation, Tumble engaged with 200
families.
Sporting Capital have provided a loan of
£150,000 to support the equipment costs for
the facility as well as providing working
capital to support the business during the
initial months of operation. The facility was
also supported by a grant from Sport
England.

“The investment from Sporting Capital
has been invaluable, without the loan
we would not have been able to start
this project. The loan is flexible and
really helped us to have the
confidence to move forward with such
a big project.
The application process was thorough
but beneficial as it tested our
assumptions and commitment to the
project. It also gave us confidence that
our planning and plan was possible
and built on solid foundations and
assumptions. The Sporting Capital
team, especially Jemma, have been
helpful and supportive throughout the
process.”
Craig Heap, Director

Sporting Capital are actively looking for new investments. Why not drop us an
email to discuss how we could help you.
Email: enquiries@sportingcapital.org.uk
Call: 0203 637 8232
OUR PARTNERS
Sporting Capital has been formed through a pioneering partnership between Sporting
Assets and the Access Foundation and it is funded through the Big Lottery Fund and
Big Society Capital

